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instruments. Above all, they perfected two revolutionary inventions created in China
that were especially significant for long-distance communication, commerce, and
conquest: gunpowder and printing.2 The one made mass warfare possible, the other
mass education.
If Europeans had confined themselves to land warfare among themselves, it
would have been one thing, but the early modern period produced technological
improvements that were to affect the entire world through the arts of navigation. The
Italian and Portuguese cities took the lead in this process. The development of the
magnetic compass, accurate charts, measurement of latitude, the stern-post rudder,
and more sturdy and responsive sailing ships enabled the Europeans to sail to all parts
of the world, carrying their guns, their cannons, their goods, their books, and their
ideas and institutions. Even though Western technology was still a matter for crafts-
men rather than for scientists and still relied on small scale ingenuity and apprentice-
ship rather than upon large scale research and development, it helped to start the
process which soon fundamentally changed the equilibrium among the Afro-Eurasian
civilizations which had been more or less in balance for some 2,000 years.
The Awakening of Europe to the World Overseas
European historians speak of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as the Age of
Discovery or the Age of Exploration without realizing that such terms reveal a
European ethnocentrism. It may be true that Europeans "discovered" many parts of
the world they had not been aware of, but from the point of view of the people, the
cultures, and the civilizations "discovered" it was not a matter of "discovery." They
were there—tver since their own great ages of exploration centuries earlier when
Indians and Chinese "discovered" Southeast Asia; when Polynesians "explored" east-
ward to the far islands of the Pacific and westward to Africa; when Middle Eastern
Moslems penetrated India, Indonesia, and Africa. In addition to these few examples of
seaborne movements, countless migrations crisscrossed the land masses of all the major
continents, including the treks from Asia to the Americas.
So while it was discovery time for the Europeans, they were relative latecomers
to the process. In fact, for 1,000 years the flow of people and goods and possibly ideas
and inventions had been mainly from the East to the West. Until 1500, Europe lagged
behind the Levant and far behind China in technology and inventiveness. It is possible
that Europeans learned about gunpowder, cannons, the magnetic compass, printing,
and even canal lock-gates and the wheelbarrow from the Chinese. It is clear that silk
and paper were carried from China to Europe. Not nearly so clear is whether
systematic efforts to convey or to borrow scientific ideas and organized knowledge
were carried on prior to 1500 in either direction.3 It is true that Genoese merchants
traversed the silk road to Cathay or sailed across the Indian Ocean, and a few
Franciscan friars established missions in China in the mid-fourteenth century. It is also
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